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Two series of tests are described to investigate the behavior of five full-sized 
single-bay A-36 steel frames subjected to constant gravity loads on the beams 
and columns and cycles of reversed and repeated lateral displacements. The tests 
represent parts of an eight-story ductile steel frame subjected to simulated earth-
quake loading. 
The first test series involved a single-story and a three-story frame. The 
frames were designed and detailed to reflect current aseismic design practice. 
The inelastic behavior was confined to the beams and the panel zones were stiff-
ened according to AISC specification requirements. 
The second test series expanded into three particular problems. The effect of 
local buckling of the beams was evaluated in a single-story frame. Another 
single-story frame with columns oriented for minor axis bending was tested to 
study the behavior of the columns in the inelastic range and of the beam-to-
column connections. A two-story frame was tested to study the behavior with 
the plastic hinges in the columns as well as the beams. 
The test results demonstrated the considerable load-carrying capacity and 
ductility of steel frames when subjected to the reverse lateral displacement pro-
gram. The experimental maximum lateral loads exceeded by from 17 to 40% the 
analytical maximum loads predicted for monotonic static loading. The stability 
of the lateral load vs. deflection hysteresis loops is shown at lateral deflection 
amplitudes up to 14 times the working load lateral displacement. This corre-
sponds to a drift index of 0.043. 
The role of strain hardening, local flange buckling in columns and noncompact 
beams, inelastic <~olumn moments and the effect of the gravity loads are described. 
The beam-to-column connection and panel zone stiffening details arc evalu-
akd. Maximum moments applied to tlw eonections <~xceeded the plastic moment 
of tJw !warns hy about 10 to 20%. Tlw eonnedions transmitkd thm.;e inerea:-;ed 
and r<'p<'atedly applied moments in :-;pite of the faet that pla:-;tic h<~am mom<mts 
W<'re used to design the eonrwdions. Stable hysteresi:-; h<~havior was obtained 
with panel zone shear stiffening and wdds hdwe<~n the beam web and column 
flange omitted during several maximum amplitude cycles at the end of one frame 
test. 
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Reversed and Repeated Load Tests of 
Full,Scale Steel Frames 
LAUREN D. CARPENTER 
LE-WU LU 
1. Introduction 
The design of buildings in areas of high seismic 
activity is based on past experience of conrerned 
designers. The current code provisions (1)1 as-
sume inelastic behavior of the building's structural 
frame and nonstructural components. The large 
amount of masonry used in older structures per-
mitted considerable dissipation of the energy im-
parted to the building by an earthquake. In 
newer steel framed construction with curtain 
walls, a significant proportion of the <•nergy dissipa-
tion is due to the inelastic behavior of the steel 
framing. It is therefore necessary for the de-
signers of the modern framed structures to be able 
to estimate the inelastic strength and the energy 
dissipation capacity of the buildings. 
1.1 Dynamic vs. Static Response 
Dynamic analyses of multistory steel buildings 
are performed to evaluate the behavior of buildings 
during earthquakeK. 
Preliminary expPrimental load VK. ddketion 
hystereKiK loopK ohtairwd from static and dynamic 
test:,; on Kimple KpeC'imens show that the hysteresis 
loops hav<~ nearly duplicate KhapPs (:3, 4). In addi-
tion, since the effects of strain rate in structural 
steel are considered to be small during earthquake 
loadings (5), a small increase in yi<>ld stress of the 
st<>el could be used to aecount for the dynamic 
effed:,; (6). Tlwrdor<>, the static load v<>rsu:,; d<>-
formation <'hara<·tpristi<'s of tlw stnl<'tnral dP-
nwntK and of th<> Kt.ru<"tun~ Kuh.k<"t<·d to <·mnhin<•d 
lat<•ral and graYity loadK an~ th<> hm;i<' information 
nc<'<'KKary to p<>rform tlw dynami<' analys<>s. 
' The numberH in parentheHeH refer to the liHt of referenceH at the end 
of this bulletin. 
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1.2 Previous Research 
The following articles review some of the pre-
vious experimental research on simple speeimeru;;, 
members and frames subjed<~d to various r<~versed 
loading conditions. 
1.2.1 Experimental Behavior of Simple Speci-
mens The cyclic streRs VK. strain behavior of 
small axially loaded pieees of steel has been in-
vestigated for the usual purpose of studying the 
fatigue characteristics of the material rather than 
the basic load-carrying properties of the materials. 
Benham and Ford (7) and Tavernelli and Coffin 
(8), for example, were concerned primarily with 
relating the nominal stress vs. plastic strain re-
sults to fatigue behavior. Although fatigue be-
havior is recognized as a possible governing factor 
in the overall behavior of a complete frame, Pm-
phasis should he plaeed on tlw load vs. <!<>forma-
tion behavior of the fram<>s suhjP<'t<>d to altPrnat-
ing loads. These alternating loading:-; in no way 
imply an <>qual amplitude Ktrain or stres:-; <~yding 
throughout <>aeh "filwr" of <>aeh eross SP<"tion of the 
members of the frame. 
1.2.2 Experimental Behavior of Members and 
Frames A considerable number of tests have been 
performed on structural eomponents and simple 
:-;t.ruetureK subjeeted to repeated and reversed 
loads (9). In one scriPS of tc>sts, eantilev!'r beams 
w<>re tested to :,;tudy the basie h<>havior of tlwse 
lwams subjpet!'d to r<'V<'I's<>d loads (10). Furtlwr 
Ktudi<•s in t.lw K<>riPK in<"hakd wdd<><l and holt<•d 
lwam-to-eolumn <'Ollll<'d·ionK typieal of thos<~ us<>d 
in mrthquake r<>si:,;tant deKign (11-15)_ The:,;e 
cantilever beam kst:,; showed a remarkable stability 
of the hysteresis loops for very high strain ampli-
tudes. Significant local buckling did not signal 
immediate loss of capacity for these beams which 
1 
had "compact" flanges and relatively close bracing 
spacing. Low cycle fatigue and attention to weld-
ing details were indicated as necessary design pa-
rameters since most of the tests were terminated by 
fractures. Other recent cantilever beam tests 
have indicated that proper lateral support is re-
quired to insure stable hysteretic behavior of a 
cantilever (16). Since both the moment vs. 
curvature and the load vs. deflection hysteresis 
loops have remarkably stable shapes, the canti-
lever beam test results imply that a practically 
eonstant amount of energy absorption can be de-
pended upon per cyele at each level of strain (17-
19). The test results also show that the areas en-
dosed by the hysteresis loops increased with in-
creasing displacement magnitude (12). Similar 
behavior has been exhibited during reversed bend-
ing tests of different types of beams (20-22). 
Beam-columns bent in double and single curva-
ture have• been tested under constant axial loads 
and alte-rnating end moments (23, 24). More 
eomprc•lwnsive c•xperiments ineluding interaction 
of beams subjected to repeated and reversed load-
ing with axially loaded columns have been re-
ported (27-30). The results of these tests showed 
that for eolumm; with small and nearly constant 
axial loads stable hysteresis behavior is usually 
generated. 
As an adjunct to tests of multistory frames de-
signed to study the static behavior of the frames 
subjected to monotonic lateral load applications, 
these full-seale frames were subjected to reversed 
loading after very large inelastic deformations 
had occurred due to the initial loading (31-
;~;~). Thc·se tests were all terminated after one or 
two eydc•s and gave an indication of the pm;sible 
latc•ral load-c~arrying eapac~ity of the full-seale 
franws suhjeeted to rc~versc~d loading. 
More• c·omprdwnsivc~ experimental programs 
dirc•dJy relating to Uw rc~vPrsed load problc~m were 
reported by Sidebottom and Chang (:~-~) and 
Tanabashi et al. (::35). The former authors re-
ported tests on tension-compression and compres-
sion-ten:-;ion tests of axially loaded specimens as 
well a:-; n~versed lwnding tc·sts of simple beams. 
The• lattc·r authors rc~ported on an exten:-;ive test-
ing program on axially loaded :-;peC'imcn:-; at variou:-; 
load amplitndPH and also HtLbjeetc~d :-;impk bc~am:-; 
of wide-flange <-ros:-; sedion to nwNscd loadings. 
Apparc·ntly only in tlH'se t>vo investigation:-; have 
att<-mpt:-; bec~n mad<~ to prediet member behavior 
based on the experimental behavior of simple 













FIGUH E 2.1. Prototype Rtructure and test frames 
In the experiments by Popov (11-15), Kurobane 
(~)6), Chipman (:37) and Sherborne et al. (20, 21) 
with approximately equal amplitude strain cycling, 
attempts were made to correlate applied loadings 
and eorresponding :-;trains. Arnold, Adams and Lu 
(:32), and AlMuti (4) compared their experimental 
results with predictions based on a simplified 
monotonic stress vs. strain curve. 
The essential observation to be made from in-
spection of these tests is that a similar type of hys-
teresis loop is generated for a rolled steel member 
in bending as for a short specimen subjected al-
ternately to tensile and compressive loading or 
straining. 
1.3 Scope of the Investigation 
Two series of tests were performed on single-bay 
:-;ted framc~s and evaluated with re:-;pc~d to tlw be-
havior of the frames subjeded to constant gravity 
load:-; and a program of eydieally applied lateral 
di:-;plaeements. Tlw emphasis of the testing pro-
gram is on the behavior of low multistory steel 
frames of A36 sted subjected to simulated earth-
quake condition::;. 
The first test series involved a single-story and a 
three-story frame. The frames were de:-;igtwd and 
dc~tailed to reflect current asei:-;mie dc:-;ign prae-
tic~e. The inda:-;tie behavior was confined to the 
!warn:-; and the pand zmw:-; were~ :-;tiffc'llcd ac·<~ord­
ing to AIHC Hpeeifieation requiremc~nt:-;. 
Tlw :-;eeond tc:-;t sc~rie:-; Pxpanded into three 
particular problems. The effect of local buckling 
of the beam was evaluated in a single-story frame. 
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Loads Used In the Design of Test Frames 
18ft 80 psf = 1440 lbs /It } 
Bent 
Live Load 80 psf = 1440 lbs/ft Spacing 
WoL (L) 14 40 (15) k 
2 = 2 = 10.8 
PLL = 10.8k; PLL (design)= 60°/o PLL = 6.48k 
PTOTAL (design)= 17.28k 
Earthquake 
FI<i UH E 2.2 l>esign loading of the t Pst fmnws 
Another Ringle-story frame with eolumnR orien-
tated for minor axis bending was t.Pst<~d to study 
the behavior of the eolumns in the inelastic range 
and of the beam-to-beam column connections. 
A two-story frame was tested to study its be-
havior with the plastic hing<'s in the columns as 
well as the beams. 
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The follmving chapters dC'seribc the design of 
the steel frames subjceted to aseismic code lateral 
forces, the technique developed to test these 
3 




WIO x 29 t W8x40~--~~~----~-, 
(A36) (A36l 
"7~ 
I 15'-o" f--- ----
FRAME A 
F!(; Ut: I·: ~.:>a. ( ;eonwt ry ami member 'ize' of Frame A 
frarrw~, and the experimental behavior of these 
frame~. Oh~Nvations based on tlw experimental 
re~ult~ arc deserilwd in later ehapters. 
2. Design of Test Frames 
2.1 Design Parameters 
TIH• tc·~t fram<'s were dcsigrwd by following the 
a~<'i~mic de~ign practi<·e. The lat<-ral forces arc 
based on th<~ <'llrrent a:-:;ei~mi<' dP~ign code for the 
eight-:..;tory, single-hay prototype structun· :-;hown 
in Figure 2.1. Tlw <~ol11mn:-; of tlw prototype 
frame are likely to lw bent in do11hl<~ <'llrvat11re 
and ha\'(• point:-; of inflection n<•ar their mid-h<'ights 
when lateral load:-; ar<' applied. Therefore, a:-;-
~emhlages <·an he form<·d by subdividing the proto-
typ<~ frame at th<· mid-height:-; of the column~. A 
thrcc-:-:;tory asRemblagc that would n~preseut level~ 
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FI< ;mn: 2.::b. ( ;pomet ry and IllPmher cizP' of Frame B. 
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ure 2.1. A singlc~-story fram<•, Frame A, was then 
selected as the lowest story of the three-story 
frame, Fram<~ B, and loaded accordingly. Frames 
C and D were subjected to the same conditions as 
Frame A. Frame E is a similarly loaded two-
story assemblage. 
Eighty pounds per square foot were selected for 
full dead loads and also for full live loads with an 
average live load reduction of 40% applied to both 
h(~ams and columns. The gravity loads applied 
to the frames were based on an 18-ft spacing of 
each frame in the prototype building. The total 
tributary floor loading was placed as two equal 
concentrated loads at approximately the quarter 
points of the beam span. 
Since the portion of the building seb;ted for 
design, analysis and testing is in a region of small 
variation in the total aseismic design shear, the 
working design shear was selected as the summa-
tion of the aAeismic shears through level .5 for 
Frame B as shown in Figure 2.2. The d<~termina­
tion of the aseismie design sh<·ars for the various 
floor levels is illustrated in Appendix 1. The 
working shear is equal to approximat<~ly 3~:2% of 
the ~urn of the d<·ad loads through level 7 and 
causes a static drift of (story height) j:350 p<'r 
:-;tory. Tlw g<•ometry of th<~ frame and the m<~m­
bcr sizes were sei!'<tcd to have ratios of eolumn-to-
lwam stif'fnpssPs w hi<~h an~ rcprc:-;entativc of build-
ings desigrwd for seismic areas. Tlw beam-to-
column eonneetion ddails wen~ also similar to the 
fully welded connections used in Popov's canti-
levN beam te:-;ts (11-H>). However, Hhear stiffen-
mg was also provided in the panel zones of the 
frames. 
2.2 Analysis and Design of Frames A and B 
An approximat(~ <ksign and suhseqtwnt analysis 
were performed for Frame B ~uhjcct<~d to gravity 
and comhirwd gravity and lateral loads to find the 
preliminary membc~r sizes. Tlw pn; liminary frame 
wa~ then analyz<•.d to det(~rmine tJw bending mo-
ment and axial force di:-;trilmtion. The analysis 
was carried out on the frame under working gravity 
load alone and then the working value of the hori-
zontal load was added. The results obtained 
permitted comparing the adeq ua<~y of the beams 
and columns with the allowahl<~ stn~sses ~peeificd 
in tlw AIS(' (Am<;rican Institute of Sled ( 'onstru<·-
tion) Sp<~<·.ifieation. The eompa.ri:-;ons an~ given 
in App<·wlix 2. The final mmnhcr sizes scd<;ctcd 
for Fram<? B an; shown in l1'igurc 2.:)b. The sam<; 
m<~mbcr sizes were also aclopt<~d for Frame A (Fig. 
2.3a). 
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FIGUHE 2.4. Bemn-to-eolnmn conneetiOJJH of Frame~ A and B 
The horizontal and shear stiffening of the panel 
zone at tlw beam-to-column eonneetions wPre 
seleeted by plastic design requirements (:~!)). The 
details of the connections are shown in Figure~ 2.4. 
To find the complete load vs. deflection curve, 
each frame was subjected to a monotonically in-
creasing horizontal force with the constant gravity 
loads at the working value as shown in Figures 
2.5a and 2.5b for Frames A and B. A second-
order elastic-plastic analysis that ineluded th0 
P-tl moment in each story was carried out for these 
frames. The load vs. deflection curve for Frame 
A, Figure 2.6, indicates that the frame instability 
load and the plastic mechanism load coincide at a 
lateral load of 14.8 kips. However, the enrve in 
Figure 2. 7 shows Frame B to be unstable at a load 
of 15.3 kips before a mechanism is formed. 
2.3 Frame C Design 
The purpose of this test is to evaluate with re-
spect to Frame A the behavior of a frame which 
has local buckling occurring in the beam flange::; 
0-----------------------o~ H 
:. = 0.25 
y 
49_!!i{_ __ 81_'' __ J_ 49_'1_?" =0.28 
FRAME A 
P = Axial Load in Column, Py =Axial Yield Load of Column 
FIC:UB E 2.1ia. LoadH all!l axial t hru,.;t rnt ioH of Frame A 









/4 Black- Up ~ 
similar to that exp<>rienecd in Popov's t<>sts (11-1[)). 
Therefore the t<>st frame was s<>l<><"t,<><l to he a du-
plicate of Franw A <'Xe<~pt with a !)('am with a high 
flange width-to-thi<·kiwss ratio. Tlw W10X2U 
w.;ed in Fram<~ A had a h/t ratio of ll.f>. Tlw 
lwam ns<~d in Frame (' was w<>ld<~d from thrP<~ 
plates to hav<' 1warly tlw sam<' S<'ction modulm; and 
fully plasti<~ momPnt as the W10X2U. Tlw final 
eros:·H:3eetion sele<'ted has a h/t ratio of 21 as Rhown 
in Figure 2.8. The inelastic bchavior of Frame C 
would be expected to be approximately th<' same 
as Frame A if local buckling of the beam flanges 
docs not have an effect on tlw lateral load eapaeity 
of the frame. 
FRAME B 
49 112 
















6 M~· p 
4 I 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
llH (INCHES) 
FIGURI<~ 2.6. Load-deflection curve for Frame A 
2.4 Frame D Design 
The main emphasis in the test of Frame D was 
the minor axis orientation of the columns, and the 
corresponding minor axis beam-to-column connec-
tion. The behavior of partially inelastic columns 
under cyclic bending is also investigated. The 
beam and column sections shown in Figure 2. 9 
were selected to satisfy the above criteria as well 
as keeping the elastic stiffness of the frame and its 
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FIGUHE 2.7. Load-deflection curve for Frame B 
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104k 104k 
2-MC 9x23.9 Tie 
• r -H 
120" 
17k 17k 
49~2" 81 11 49~2" 
FRAME c 
W8x40 Columns, Wl0x29 Nominal Beam 
Beom Cross Section 
(b/1 • 21) 
(Welded with b/1 = 2 I ) 
(a) 
(b) 
( p) = 0.25 
Py max. 
=0.31 
FIGURE 2.8. Frame C and beam croHs section 
maximum monotonic load capacity similar to 
Frame A. The comparisons with AISC require-
ments are given in Appendix 2. 
The load vs. deflection curve for Frame D is 
shown in Figure 2.10. The maximum lateral load 
is 17.1 kips at the formation of a beam mechanism 
120" 
2·MC 9x 23.9 Tie ~--------~~~~~~--------6~ H 
49~2" .1 _____ 81_" --- -r-4_9_~2_"--t 
FRAME D 
we X 48 Column. Wl2 X 27 Beam 
(Oriented for Weak- Axis Bending) 
(a) 
~ 4"x:;.a"ll 
WBx 4etjrrJ· 1"x 1t4" Back·up Bar 
A ill (o I -WI2x27 
I 1 ~-=4---IA f~ 1"xv4" Back·up Bar 
~4 11 X 318 .. ll 
(b) 
( p) =0.20 
Py max. 
=0.27 
FIGURE 2.9. Frame D and connection details 
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FIGUHE 2.10. Load-deflection curve for Frame D 
3.0 
similar to Frame A or C. Wrhat is not clearly 
apparent in this clastic-perfectly plastic analysis 
is that the moments in the column arc greater than 
yield but less than the fully plastic moment ca-
pacity reduced for axial load effect. The moment 
exeeeds the yield moment by about 1.2 but is less 
than the fully plastic mome~nt whieh is about 1.5 
times the yield moment. 
2.5 Frame E Design 
Tlw purpose of the test of two-story Frame E 
was to <~valuate~ the behavior of a framc~ with 
2-MC 9 x 23.9 Tie 
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FIGUHE 2.12. Load-deflection curve for Frame E 
plastic hinges in the columns (orientated for major 
axis bending) and in the beams. The frame stiff-
ness and strength were also similar to those of 
Frame A. Tlw member sizes of this frame arc• 
shown in Figure 2 .11. The c·orn parisons with 
AISC SpPeifi!'ation requirements are given in 
Appendix 2. Tlw \\"8 X 24 se!'tion sdeetPd for tlw 
eolumns was slightly undcr-sizc·d. This was JH'ec•s-
sary in order to insure that plastic· hinges would 
form first in the columns. 
Tlw load vs. ddleetion curve' for Franw E is 
shown in Figure 2.12. The maximum load of 18.7 
kips and the tJeqm·nce of plastic hinge formation 
are also :,;hown. The general failure charaeteristics 
are similar to the other frames (~xcept that the 
hinge at the end of the beam has been displaced 
into the column above and belmv tlw beam-
to-column intersection. To avoid a panel nwch-
anism in the lowest story of the assemblage, tlw 
column:,; in that story were n·inforeed by cover 
plates. 
3. Testing Technique 
3.1 Introduction 
The framPs were' tested by subjpcting them to 
constant gravity loads at the working value and a 
program of statically applied cyclic lateral dis-
placements of the top of the frames. The lateral 
displacement programtJ were similar to those used 
by Popov on cantilevered beams (11-15, 17-1 H). 
Initially the gravity loads were applied to tlw 
franws and tlwn sets of lateral displa<'<'ments of 
inneasing amplitudes \VC'r<' appli!'d to t.h<· frames 
in a eydic· manner. The late·ral displacenwnts 
were' cyded c•qually about the n·rtical position of 
tlw frame in a stc•p wise fashion from small to large 
amplitudes. In each !'asc the amplitude's to be~ 
<'yeled \Wre~ selected to brackc~t the• plastic hinge 
occurrences a:-; ddermincd by the clastic-plastie 
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analysis and othrr i ntf'rmediate points on the 
resperti ve loacl-deficction curves. For displace-
ments in the clastic range the frames were sub-
jected to thrf'e eycles at each amplitude and for 
inelastic range displacements five cycles were im-
posed. The number of repetitions of C'ach cycle 
amplitude was set to observe the stability of the 
hysteresis loops at the various amplitude's of de-
flection and inelastic conditions of the frame'S. 
The amplitude's sdf'ctcd for the test frame::; arc 
df'scribed in detail in Chaptf'r 4. 
3.2 Testing Technique 
3.2.1 Basic Testing Schedule Each frame 
was commercially bid on and fabricated by struc-
tural fabricators from working drawings. The 
shop fabricated members were erected in the basic 
testing arrangement and aligned by transits to 
be Yertical in two directions. The beams were 
leveled and aligned. The frame wa::; instru-
mented and initial readings were taken. The 
beam-to-column connections were then field 
\\·cldcd in the laboratory by the structural fabri-
cator. The gravity loads were then added incre-
mentally to the columns to verify and adjust the 
column stresses to "alignment under load" condi-
tions. The gravity loads were increased to the 
dead load portion of the total load on all members. 
At this point in the test several cycles at different 
amplitudes of lateral displacement were applied 
for the purpose of making a complete checkout of 
the measuring devices and the experimental data 
generated. These amplitudes were selected such 
that the frame remained essentially clastic. 
After eompletf'ly unloading the frame, the main 
portion of the ksting program was started by ap-
plying the full gravity load::; to the columns and to 
the beams increnwntally. At this point sets of 
<~ycle::; of inereasing latNal displaeenwnt ampli-
tudes \\"ere applied to the top of the frame until the 
test \Yas nearly completed. At the end of each 
test the fr·ame was displaced in one direction to the 
maximum amount possible for the displacement 
apparatus used in the test. 
3.2.2 General Testing Arrangement Various 
pieces of hardware were procurred or fabricated 
and then assembled into the general arrangement 
for ksting the frames in the mannn previously 
deRcribc~d . Figure :~.1 is an overall view of the 
test setup for Frame B. Gravity loads were ap-
plied to each beam by utilizing gravity load simu-
lators. Each simulator was attached to a load 
spreader beam w ltich in turn applied load to two 
point::; on the beam through load cells and load 
8 
FIC: UH J•; :LJ. Tes ting arrangerncnt for Frame B 
hangers. Each load hanger was attached to a 
shaft passing throt~gh the beam at its mid-depth. 
The gravity load in each column was applied by 
two simulators. One simulator on each side of the 
column was attached through a load cell and a load 
hanger to the ends of a large diameter shaft passing 
through the top of the column. 
A common pressure source was used for the beam 
simulator jacks and another independent common 
source was used for the simulators applying loads 
to the columns. Each air-to-oil pump source was 
self regulating to hold the gravity loads essentially 
constant throughout the test. 
The boundary conditions imposed on the frames 
required zero moments at the assumed points of 
inflection above and below the main portions of 
each frame as described in Chapter 2. Therefore, 
the base of each column was bolted to a specially 
designed hinged end fixture which utilized a larger 
diameter shaft passing through roller bearings in 
adjacent pillow blocks. To clistribu te the applied 
lateral force, a link member was connected between 
the shafts passing through the top half Rtory col-
umns. Each end of the link member was attached 
to the shafts by means of roller bearing assemblies. 
The lateral displacement of the top of the frame 
was accomplished by either turnbuckles on each 
Bulletin No. 24 AISI Steel Research for Construction 
FIC:UJll<; :).2. All a.chm cnl of htcrnl bracing; I o beam an d 
co lumn 
side' of t l1 e top of the frame pullinp; altC'rnatdy or 
by a mechanical jack atta('hed to Lhe ccntN of t h<' 
link member. For eithC'r eaR<', load ('dls wNc con-
nected in series with the displacement apparatus 
to measure the corresponding lateral forces. 
Special bracing linkages were used to brace the 
frame without offering any restraint to in-plane 
Reversed and Repeated Load Tests of Full-Scale Steel Frames 
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movements (Fig. 3.2). The top flange of each 
beam. was supported laterally at each load point 
and at center span. In a building, the floor sys-
tem would provide lateral support for the top 
flange. In addition, the lo\\·er flange was effec-
tively braced laterally by attaching the brace to 
t he inside of the adjoining columns two inches 
below the beam flange'. Braces 'H'r<; abo added 
on the outside of 0ach column opposite t he interior 
braces. These column braces approximate lateral 
support from beams framing to the column '"eb. 
The location of the beam end column braces arc 
shown in Figure 3.3 for all the frames tested. 
3.3 Material and Cross-Sectional 
Property Measurements 
Preliminary data in each test consisted of t esting 
three small specimens cut from each end of every 
member as well as the stiffener material. These 
specimens were tested in monotonic tension at a 
very slow rate to observe the clastic, pla::;tic and 
strain hardening characteristics of the as-delivered 
material. A summary of the measured yield 
stresses of all the material used to fabricate the 
t est frames is given in Appendix 3. 
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The actual dimensions of each end of each 
member were measured and the cross-sectional 
area and section modulus were computed. In 
addition, from the actual dimension and the static 
yield levels measured in the tension t est s the plas-
tic moment values and axial yield loads of the 
members were computed. This information IS 
also summarized in Appendix 3. 
3.4 Mechanical and Electrical Measurements 
Various types of data were taken during the 
tests. Vert ical loads were measured through the 
applied jack pressure and by means of load cells 
at the points where t he jack loads were applied to 
the frame. Horizontal loads were measured by 
load rells w hie h were in series with the lateral dis-
placement apparatus. Lateral defl ections of 
several points on each eolumn were measured by 
linear potent iometers or transits or a combination 
of both. Vertieal defl ections along t he beams 
were measured by survf~yor's levels. Rotations 
at various points throughout t he frame were mea-
::; ured mec·han ically, electrically or hy both meth-
ods. Strains throughout t he frame were mea-
::;ured by means of electrical resistance stra in gages. 
The electrical m<;asurenwnts were digit ized and 
a utomatically punched on to computer cards, 
w lwreas various mecha nical measurements were 
recorded by hand and th<~n punched onto the 
cards. In addition, t lw progression of yielding 
and other pert inent data were logged throughout 
t he test s by hand or p hotographically . 
'The loeations of strain gages, rotation gages and 
the various points around t he test frames where the 
vert ical or horizon tal deflections were measured 
arc given in Appendix 4 . 
4. Experimental Behavior of Test Frames 
4.1 Introduction 
The fo llowing articles describe the basie test 
resul ts from t he five frame tests. The descrip-
tions will be concerned primarily with : 
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1. The shapes of t he lateral load vs. defl ection 
hysteresis cm ves. 
2. The magnitudes of t he lat eral load attained 
during the test. 
:) . The stability of t lw size and shape of t he load 
vs. defl eetion hystcn'sis cm ves dming re-
peated cycling at cac h constant ddlcetion 
amplitud<' . 
..f. The local behavior of t he members and their 
component plates as well as connections and 
fabrication details. 
5 .2 " 
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FH :u In : 4. 1. Displacement program for Frame A 
4.2 Single-Story Frame A 
Fifty-one cycles at various amplit udes of lateral 
displacements were applied to Frame A with a 
maximum displacement a mplitude of 5.2 in. The 
largest cycled displacement was about 14 times the 
deflection at t he working value of lateral load. 
Init ially, after alignment of the axial loads in t he 
columns had been completed, the preliminary 
phase of the test hegan. The dead load portion 
of t he total gravit y loads was applied to the beam 
and columns. Then, several cycles of clastic range 
displacements were appli ed to verify t he complete 
testing arra ngement. 
The basic gravity loads applied to the tes t frame 
during the m ain portion of the test were 17.3 kips 
at each load point (at 0.275 L from the center of 
each column) and a total of 10::3.8 kips applied to 
the top of eaeh column. 
The controlled lateral displacements were then 
applied to the top of t he frame. The parti cular 
lateral displacement program adopted for this 
frame consisted of three cycles at amplitudes of 
0.2, 0.4 a nd 0.6 in. Then five eycles were applied 
at amplit udes of 0.8, 1.1, 1.4 (6 eycles), 1.7, 1.9, 
2.2, 2.8 and 5.2 in. and the test s topped. Figure 
4 .1 gives the entire displacement program and t he 
numbers assigned to the various cy<:let;. 
FH :ull I·: 4.2. LoaJ vs. de fi ect ion em ves a t selee( eel displa('e-
m enl a mpliLudes for Frame A 
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The hyst eresis loops for selected displacement 
amplitudes for Frame A arc shown in Figure 4.2. 
The maximum load obtained is about 40% greater 
than the maximum load indi cated in Chapter 2. 
As in the case of t he hyst eresis loops generat ed 
for the cantilever beam tests, t he repetit ions of t he 
cycles at all amplitudes indicated stable hysteresis 
loops. However, for the frame the downward 
sloping portion of t he curves between t he defl ec-
tion at the maximum load t o t he maximum deflec-
tion shown in Figure 4.3 is important. AftC'r t he 
maximum load was rcach C'd, the frame usually 
would become unstable because of t he P-t:, c·ffect. 
!i'igure 4 .3, however, indiratc>s hystC'rC'sis loops arc 
dways st able and highly reprodueihk. 
The test shows t he significant influence of strain-
hardening. On each of the large amplit ude ryclcs 
of the frame, once the defl ection at the maximum 
lateral load has been exceeded , t he lat eral load-
carrying capacity dropped off much more slowly 
when compared with the theoreti cal m onotoni c 
predi ctions that ignored strain hardening. 
'rhc curved shape of the hystNC'sis loops for 
frames subjected to reversed loading is causC'cl not 
only by t he Bauschinger effect in t he m atf'ri al but 
also by the reduction in frame stiffness due to t he 
spread of yielding at the plastic hinge locations as 
indicated in Figure 4.4. The general shape of t he 
loops is also affected by t he yielding of t he beam-
to-column connections (Fig. 4 .5) . 
Figure 4.6 shows t he moment vs. rotation hys-
tm·esis loops of t he west column for cyclC's 3-1-, .J-2 
and 47. The m oments plotted in the figure arc 
t hose extrapolated from t he strain gage readings of 
t he beam . They arc determined with re~pect to 
t he centC'r of t he beam-to-colu mn connc·c·iion. 
The rotations arc the values obtained from t ile' 
rotation gages mounted at a distance 1 in. above 
and below t he horizontal stiffeners. These loops 
also have a curved shape, but are generally not 
symmetrical because the moments are not equal for 
Reversed and Repeated Load Test s of Ful l-Sca le Stee l Frames 
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two equal lateral displacC'mcnts appliC'd at t he 
column tops. 
F igure L! .5 shows t lw signifirant slwar yielding 
and distor t ions in th e~ panel zones of t he beam-
to-rolumn connec·tions. ( 'lose exam.iuations of 
t he connections show t hat t he cl istor t ion \\·as more 
extensive in t he panel zone stiffened by diagona l 
stiffener. In spite CJf t he extens i ve~ yielding of t he 
panel zones, both t he di agonal!~· stiffened c·onnc·c-
t ion and t he doubler c·omwction wC'rc capable> of 
t ransmitting a bending momC'nt in C'XCC'Ss of t he 
plastic momC'nt of t he bC'am. N C'ar the end of t lw 
test, small cracks \H're obsen·ed in t he \YClds at t he 
upper end of the diagonal stiffC'nc rs. 
4.3 Three-Story Frame B 
F ifty-four cycles at various amplitucks of latf'ral 
displacements \ H'r<' applied to F ranw B \\' ith a 
rnaximum cycled amplitude of 10 in . The largest 
cycled displacement was about \) t inw~ t he dis-
placemen t at working load . 
FIC:Un E 4.5. Beam-to-column COJII1e<'l ion ~ of Vrame A after 
te~t i ng; 
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FIGURE 4.6. M oment vs. rotation hysteresis loops of west column of Frame A 
After alignment of the columns had been com-
pleted, the dead load portion of the total working 
gravity load was applied to the beams and col-
umns. Several cycles of displacement amplitudes 
in the elastic range were applied to check out the 
testing arrangement. 
The total gravity load applied to each load point 
of the beams was also 17.3 kips and that applied 
to the top of each column was 69.1 kips. 
The nominal lateral displacement program was 
then applied to the top of the three-story frame. 
The particular program consisted of three cycles 
at amplitudes of 1.0 and 2.0 in. (cycles 5 through 
10) . Then five cycles were applied at amplitudes 
of 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 (6 cycles), 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and 10.0 
in. (cycles 11 through 51). After the five cycles 
at 10.0 in. were complet ed, the gravity loads on 
beams and columns were reduced to the dead load 
portion of t he total working gravity loads and two 
addit ional cycles were applied at an amplitude 
of 10.0 in. (cycles 52 and 53) . The t est was con-
t inued by reestablishing the fu ll working gravity 
loads on the beams and columns. The t est was 
stopped after displacing the top of the frame to 
12 
about 13.5 in. to the east. The displacement 
program adopted for t his test is shown in F igure 
4.7. 
T he hysteresis loops for selected displacement 
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FIGURE 4.8. Selected load vs. deflection curves for Frame B 
4.8. The maximum lateral load at tained during 
the t est was also about 40% greater than the 
maximum load predicted for the monotonic load-
ing. 
The hysteresis loops repeated at all the dis-
placement amplitudes were stable also for t his 
t aller frame. The downward sloping portion after 
maximum load had been reached was also more 
gentle as was the case for Frame A. 
The hyst eresis loops for t he t wo 10-in. cycles in-
volving reduced gravity loads (cycles 52 and 53) 
are identical to those obtained when t he beams 
and columns were loaded wit h full gravity loads. 
The loop for cycle 52 (not illustrated) duplicates 
closely the loop shown in Figure 4.8 for cycle 49. 
As in Frame A, yielding occurred primarily in 
the beams and connections. Yield lines extended 
along the beams between the load points and the 
connections (Fig. 4.9). The compression flanges 
of the beams eventually buckled lat erally. Fig-
ure 4.10 shows a top view of the buckled flange 
near the west end of the second story beam. The 
buckling of the flanges did not seem to affect t he 
stable characteristics of the hyst eresis loops, be-
cause all the loops of the last seven cycles of test-
ing (amplitude = 10 in.) are almost ident ical. 
The shear yielding and distort ion of t he beam-
to-column connections can be seen in Figure 4. 9. 
These connections performed satisfactorily during 
the t est, they were able t o resist bending moments 
larger than the plastic moment of t he W10 X29 
beam. 
4.4 Single-Story Frame C with N oncompact Beam 
Seventy cycles at various amplitudes of lateral 
displacements were applied to Frame C with a 
maximum displacement amplitude of 5.2 in. The 
largest cycled displacement was about 14 times 
the deflection at the working value of lateral load. 
The basic gravity loads applied to the t est frame 
during the main port ion of the test were 17.3 kips 
at each load point (at 0.275 L from the center of 
Reversed and Repeated Load Tests of Full-Scale Steel Frames 
FIGUR E 4.9. Spread of yielding in beam of Frame B 
each column) and a total of 103.8 kips applied t o 
the top of each column. 
The lateral displacement program, which is 
similar to the program adopted for Frame A, con-
sisted of three cycles at amplitudes of 0.2, 0.4 and 
0.6 in. Then five cycles were applied at ampli-
tudes of 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 1.9, 2.2, 2.3, 3.3, 4.0, 4.6 
and 5.2 in. Five additional cycles were t hen 
applied at 5.2 in. to investigate various conditions 
in the beam-to-column connections and the panel 
zones. The test was stopped after displacing the 
frame to the west to 11.8 in. and then removing all 
loads. 'rhe entire displacement program adopted 
in testing this frame is summarized in Figure 4.11. 
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FIGURE 4.11. Displacement program for Frame C 
As described in Section 2.3, Frame C is essen-
tially a duplicate of Frame A except that the beam 
flanges have a b / t ratio of 21. The W8X40 
columns for both frames A and C were from the 
same length of steel. The beam of Frame C was 
welded from selected plate stock which had ap-
proximately the same static yield stress level as the 
flanges of the rolled beam used in Frame A. The 
depth of the welded section was also 10 in., but 
its flange width was adjusted to give nearly the 
same full plastic moment and elastic section modu-
lus as the experimental properties of the W10X29 
beam. The experimental properties for the beams 
used in Frames A and C show that Frame C is 
slightly stronger and stiffer (Table I). 
TABLE I. Comparison of Frames A and C 
Section Theoretical 
Moment of modulus, I Plastic max. load, 
inertia, I x Sx moment, MP *Hmax 
Frame (in . 4 ) (in. 3 ) (kip-in .) (kips) 
A 166 .9 32.2 1301 15.5 
c 178.7 34 .3 1349 17.2 
* Determined using experimental properties for monotonic loading 
condition. 
Selected load-deflection curves for Frame C are 
shown in Figure 4.12 for amplitudes of 2.2, 2.8 and 
Frome C 
Cycles 41,48,67 
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FIGURE 4.13 . Comparison of load vs. deflection curves for 
Frame A and Frame C (small displacement amplitudes) 
5.2 in. Local buckling did occur in the beam 
flanges at relatively early stages of testing. How-
ever the hysteresis loops are apparently unaltered 
by the flange buckling. This is illustrated in 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 where hysteresis loops of 
Frames A and C are compared for two approxi-
mately equal lateral displacements. The maxi-
mum lateral loads obtained for similar amplitudes 
of displacement of the two frames are shown in 
Table II. 
TABLE II. Experimental Maximum Loads 




Nominal displacement amplitudes (in .) 
±2.2 ±2.8 ± 5.2 







The maximum loads are consistently higher for 
Frame C, even with extensive local buckling oc-
curring in the beam (Fig. 4.15). The relative 
differences between Frames A and C are slightly 
larger than the differences expect ed due to the 
differences in the beam properti es. 
Near the t ermination of the original test plan 
(cycle 69), fracture of the beam flange occurred. 
Fr".lme C 
Cyc le 67 
--------




FIGURE 4.14. Comparison of load vs. deflection curves for 
Frame A and Frame C (large displacement amplitudes ) 
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FIGURE 4.15. F lange local buckling in beam of Frame C 
At this point, the frame was repaired and addi-
tional testing was performed to study the following 
two problems: 
1. The necessity for placing shear stiffening in 
the panel zone of the beam-to-column con-
nections. 
2. The necessity for welding the beam web to 
the column flange. 
Figure 4.16 shows the effect of removing the 
shear stiffeners. There is a definite decrease in 
the stiffness and also a drop in the maximum load, 
but the general shape of the hysteresis loops is not 
significantly changed. 
The next step in the testing was to cut the web 
of the beam free of the column. The two erection 
bolts (% in. diameter) were inserted between the 
web and the erection clip angle (refer to Fig. 4.15 
for a view of the east connection with the erection 
bolts removed) . The resulting behavior, as shown 
by the solid curve in Figure 4.17, is essentially the 
same as when the web was fully welded. 
For a more conclusive comparison, the shear 
stiffeners were replaced in the panel zone. Again 
Cycle 67 - With Shear 
Stiffening 
H- E AST 
FIGURE 4.16. Effect of removing shear stiffening in Frame C 
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FIGURE 4.17. Effect of a bolted web and shear stiffening re-
moval in Frame C 
the effect of having the web welded to the column 
flange or not is still apparently small, as shown by 
the dashed curve in Figure 4.18. 
Figure 4.19 shows the flange buckles developed 
in the beam and the shear distortion of the beam-
to-column connections. The shear distortions 
in these connections are more extensive than 
those in the connections of Frames A and B . 
This is because of the larger bending moment act-
ing at the connections in Frame C. 'The connec-
tion stiffened by doubler plates suffered less shear 
distortion than the diagonally stiffened connection. 
4.5 Single-Story Frame D with Minor Axis 
Column Orientation 
Sixty-nine cycles at various amplitudes of lateral 
displacements were applied to Frame D with a 
maximum displacement amplitude of 5.2 in. The 
largest cycled displacement is about 14 times the 
deflection at the working value of lateral load. 
The basic gravity loads applied to the test frame 
during the main portion of the test were 17.3 kips 
at each load point (at 0.275 L from the center of 
each column) and a total of 103.8 kips applied to 
the top of each column. 
The lateral displacement program consisted of 
three cycles at amplitudes of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 in. 
Then five cycles were applied at amplitudes of 
0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 1.9, 2.2, 2.8, 3.3 (10 cycles), 
Fr ome C - W1th Shea r St1fferunq C \ ycle 75 - Wi th ou t Web 
Cycle 67 - With Web 
Welded 
.,::./ 
H- EAST l. Welded 
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FIGURE 4.18. Effect of a bolted web in Frame C 
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FIGURE 4.19. F lange buckling in beam of Frame C 
4.0, 4.6 and 5.2 in. The displacement program 
adopted for this frame is similar to the basic pro-
gram used for Frames A and C and is shown in 
F igure 4.20. 
As can be observed in Figure 4.21, t he load vs. 
deflection hyst eresis loops at the 2.8-in. amplit ude 
show the same stability as the previous tests even 
though the columns were partially y ielded. Fig-
ure 4.22 shows the yield lines in the beams, col-
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F I GURE 4.20. D isplacement program for Frame D 
sively yielded near the connections due to the 
combined influence of axial thrust and bending 
moment. However, they remained essentially 
straight and bent in double curvature during the 
applicat ion of all the 2.8-in. displacem ent cycles. 
During the 3.3-in. amplitude cycling the general 
behavior of the columns changed from double 
curvature to single curvature bending and the 
hysteresis loops obtained did not show t he same de-
gree of repeat ability (Fig. 4.23) . Eventually, 
the entire frame could not be pulled back any more. 
This was due to the very large P-1::.. moments ac-
cumulated in the severely bent columns as can be 
observed in Figure 4.24. At this st age the col-
umns were straightened and reinforced by cover 
plates. These plates were welded to the flange 
t ips of the columns above and below the connec-
tions. This alteration was complet ed before 
st arting cycle 54. At t he end of the t est the frame 
was displaced to the east to about 12.4 in. 
The hysteresis loops obtained for t he 3.3 (after 
reinforcing), and 5.2-in. amplit ude cycling are 
shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. T he hyst eresis 
loops of Figure 4.25 are comparable wit h those of 
Figure 4.21. The general shape of t he loops is 
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F I GURE 4.21. L oad vs . deflection curves of Frame D (± 2.8 in. 
nominal displacement) 
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FIGURE 4.22. Yielding in beam, columns and connections of Frame D 
similar, but the maximum lateral loads are differ-
ent. Because of the added cover plates, the frame 
was substantially stronger and therefore a higher 
maximum load was obtained. The hysteresis 
loops of all the cycles performed after reinforcing 
the columns are stable and do not change from 
cycle to cycle. 
4.6 Two-Story Frame E with Hinges 
in Columns and Beams 
As mentioned in Section 2.5, Frame E was de-
signed specifically to study the behavior of col-
umns with plastic hinges forming at the two ends. 
Lateral bracing was provided only at the floor 
levels and at the column tops. The theoretical 
analysis given in Figure 2.11 indicates that the 
H· EAST 
(k ips) 
t.H WEST (in.) 
5 4 3 4 5 
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FIGURE 4.23. Load vs. deflection curves of Frame D (± 3.3 in. 
nominal displacement) 
Reversed and Repeated Load Tests of Full-Scale Steel Frames 
hinges would form at both ends of t he middle col-
umns. These columns were the crit ical elements 
in the frame and were expect ed to fail by inelastic 
lateral-torsional buckling. 
FIGURE 4.24. Severely bent column in Frame D 
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FRAME 0 (MODIFIED) 
Cycles 56,57,58,59 
FIGUHJB 4.25. Load vs. deflection curves of FrameD (modified) 
(± 3.3 in. nom inal displacement) 
The gravity loads that were applied to the frame 
and maintained throughout the test were 17.3 kips 
in t he beams and 86.4 kips at the column tops. 
The axial load ratio, P IP Y in the middle columns 
is equal to 0.41 which is substantially higher than 
those in t he other four frames. The columns were 
aligned under a set of gravity loads equal to about 
half of the total values. 
'rhirty-nine cycles of controlled lateral displace-
ments were applied to the frame with a maximum 
ampli tude of 6 in. The displacement program 
consisted of three cycles at amplitudes of 0.4 and 
0.8 in. and five cycles at 1.20, 1.50, 2.0 (6 cycles) , 
3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 (one cycle only) in. The 
frame behaved satisfactorily during the first cycle 
of the 6-in. displacement, but failed (unnble to 
reach the previously established maximum load) 
in the subsequent cycle. The actual displacement 
program followed during the test is given in Figure 
4.27. 
Figure 4.28 shows the hyst eresis loops for several 
selected displacement amplitudes. The maximum 
load observed is 21.9 kips which is about 17% 
above the computed maximum load for the mono-
tonic loading condition. Visible yielding of t he 
column ends and the panel zones of the connections 







FIGUR F: 4.26. Load vs. deflection curves of Frame D (modi-
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FIGURE 4.27. Displacement program for Frame E 
occurred after the first two cycles of 1.20-in. dis-
placement. Yielding progressed rapidly in the 
middle and upper columns during the subsequent 
cycles, but no lateral or torsional deformation was 
apparent in the columns. 
After the third 3-in. cycle, the upper and middle 
columns on the east side buckled suddenly like a 
single column about their minor axis. The frame 
was unloaded and an extra brace was added near 
the lower end of the top column. The frame was 
realigned and the t est was continued. 'rhe hys-
teresis loops obtained before (cycles 24 and 25) 
and after (cycles 26 and 27) this adjustment are 
given in Figure 4.29. 
During the second cycle of the 4-in. displacement 
local buckling of the inner flanges near the upper 
ends of the middle columns became visible. Yield-
ing has spread extensively in the columns. The 
same situation also developed in the upper col-
umns. However, the overall stability of the frame 
was not significantly affected and the test was 
continued. Twisting, together with out-of-plane 
deformation of the middle columns, occurred 
during the application of the first 5-in. displace-
ment cycle. The combined effect of local buckling 
and lateral-torsional buckling caused the middle 
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FIGURE 4.28. Selected load vs. deflection curves of F rame E 
a nd Fra me E (modified) 
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Cycles 24,25,26,27 
FIGURE 4.29. Load vs. deflection curves of Frame E (±3.0 in. nominal displacement) 
FIGURE 4.30. Severe local buckling in upper column of Frame 
E 
Reversed and Repeated Load Tests of Full-Scale Steel Frames 
of the 5-in. cycles local buckling of the upper col-
umn (east) became so severe that the gravity loads 
at the column tops could no longer be maintained. 
The severe local buckling is shown in Figure 4.30. 
The frame was unloaded again and cover plates 
(7:4 x 6 x 14 in.) were welded to flanges (on the less 
distorted side) of the upper columns. This was 
done in order to force failure in the middle story. 
The first cycle with a 6-in. maximum displacement 
was then applied which resulted in very extensive 
distortions of the two middle columns. Finally, 
it became impossible to displace the frame to the 
6-in. displacement without a drop in the applied 
gravity loads. The test was stopped after the 
second attempt to repeat the 6-in. hysteresis loops 
had failed . Figure 4.31 shows the lat eral and 
torsional distortion and the spread of yielding near 
the plastic hinges of the west column. The de-
formed configuration of the entire frame is shown 
in Figure 4.32. 
5. Observations Based on Experimental Results 
5.1 Comparison of Maximum Experimental Loads 
with Predicted Loads for Monotonic 
Loading Condition 
A considerable increase in lateral load capacity 
is possible for frames subject ed to conditions 
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F I GUHE 4.31. La teral and t orsional distortion 111 middle 
column of Frame E 
FIGURE 4.32. Frame E after testing 
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similar to those existing in t he experimental pro-
gram. T he frames tested in t he program were 
single-bay in width and were subjected to con-
stant gravity loads on t he beams and on t he col-
umn tops. The ratios of the maximum applied 
axial load to the axial yield load of t he columns 
varied from 0.25 t o 0.47. The frames were braced 
to prevent out-of-plane movements of the beams. 
The horizontal displacement program should be 
noted since other programs would change t he 
resulting frame behavior (Figs. 4.1, 4.7, 4.11, 4.20 
and 4.27). 
For Frames A, B and C a 40% increase in the 
maximum lateral load was observed. The in-
creases for Frames D and E were about 30 and 
17% , respectively. These increases were based on 
comparisons with the predicted maximum loads 
for the monotonic loading condition. The effect 
of strain hardening was not included in the pre-
dictions. 
5.2 Stability of the Hysteresis Loops 
The experimental results presented in Chapter 
4 show the stability of the hyst eresis loops during 
the repetitions of cycles at each amplitude. The 
curves seem to have equal stability for amplitudes 
which are less than or greater than those at which 
the maximum lateral load occurs. 
During the t est of Frame C, where the load was 
expected to vary because of the influence of local 
buckling, most of t he loops remained stable. Only 
in one set of cycles during which the diagonal stiff-
ening weld was breaking did the load decrease. 
During the t est of Frame D, after the columns 
were partially yielded, the hyst eresis loops of the 
3.3-in. amplitude cycles began to distort while 
deformed configurations of the columns changed 
from double t o single curvature (Fig. 4.23). 
The hyst eresis loops of Frame E remained stable 
even after the columns have deflected noticeably 
in the out-of-plane direction. The formation of 
t he plastic hinges at the ends of the columns did 
affect the lateral stability of the columns. How-
ever, the overall structure appeared to be st able 
and was able to undergo significant inelastic de-
formations in the direction of the applied load. 
The hyst eresis loops began t o det eriorat e only 
after the center portions of the columns had 
twist ed and deflected very substantially. 
5.3 Shape of Hysteresis Loops 
The experimental curves presented show the 
curvilinear nature of the load vs. deflection rela-
tionship. The shape of the hysteresis loops is 
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affected by the reduction of member and frame 
stiffness during the reversed and repeated loading. 
The spread of yielding at the plastic hinge loca-
tions as well as the Bauschinger effect in the ma-
terial itself are contributing factors. Nonlinear 
strain distributions at a cross section, nonlinear 
stress vs. strain characteristics, effect of axial 
strains and the P-D. moments existing throughout 
the frame are additional factors which influence 
the shape of the hysteresis loops. 
The role of strain hardening can be observed 
by comparing the unloading slope beyond the 
maximum loading computed for the monotonic 
loading case with the similar slope indicated in the 
tests. Apparently the experimental slope is about 
H of that indicated in the elastic-plastic analysis 
without strain hardening. This contributes to 
the energy-absorbing capacity of the ductile 
frames. 
5.4 Connection Details 
All connections performed adequately during the 
tests. The maximum moment applied to the 
connections exceeded the plastic moment of the 
beams by about 10 to 20%. For Frames A, B and 
C the weld between the diagonal stiffener and 
column flange became inadequate only after exten-
sive yielding had already occurred in the connec-
tions. The stiffener plate sizes and welds to the 
column webs performed satisfactorily. The dou-
bler plated panel zones performed well through-
out the tests even with extensive yielding in the 
later portions of the tests. 
The possibility of low cycle fatigue was indicat ed 
by fracture near the flange welds of the beam-to-
column connections of Frame C. This fracture 
occurred several times in the last few cycles of the 
test. 
The addendum to the test of Frame C also indi-
cated that shear stiffening of the panel zones of the 
test frame helped to increase the maximum lateral 
load (Fig. 4.16). It should be possible to allow for 
the effect of connection distortion in design calcu-
lations if the expense of providing shear stiffening 
is to be avoided. 
The t est results of Frame C also gave an indica-
tion that no significant change in lateral capacity 
of the frame would be found if the beam webs were 
bolted to the column flange instead of welding 
(Figs. 4.17 and 4.18) . Apparently, whether the 
panel zone is stiffened or not does not affect this 
conclusion. 
The minor axis beam-to-column connections 
used for Frame D had no apparent deficiencies. 
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5.5 Behavior of Frames with N oncompact Beams 
Based on the behavior indicated by the single 
test of Frame C, local flange buckling in a beam 
does not affect the behavior of the frame. The 
load vs. deflection hysteresis loops for Frame C 
were stable in both size and shape at each deforma-
tion amplitude. The nominally critical b/ t ratio 
for the A36 steel is about 17 based on earlier studies 
for monotonic loading. The result of this t est in-
dicates that a somewhat higher limiting b / t 
ratio could be permitted for beams in building 
frames. 
The local buckling of the beam flanges during 
equal amplitude cycling of the frame did not occur 
and disappear alternately. The alternating buck-
ling and complete straightening could not occur 
since gravity loads were also on the beam. There-
fore, the completely reversed conditions which 
have been evaluated previously in cantilever beam 
t ests should be examined carefully when applied 
to frames subjected to combined gravity and 
lateral loads. 
5.6 Behavior of Frames with Columns Orientated 
for Minor Axis Bending 
As evidenced by Frame D, no particular prob-
lems will occur due to the column orientation if the 
yielding is constrained to be in the beam only . 
However, for columns with moments appreciably 
exceeding the minor axis yield moment and ap-
proaching the fully plastic moment, t he elastic-
plasti c analysis is not complet ely suitable to define 
the frame response. 
5. 7 Behavior of Frames with Plastic Hinges in 
Columns and Beams 
The general behavior of Frame E is not signifi-
cantly different from that of the other four frames. 
The formation of plastic hinges in the columns did 
not seem to change the shape of the hysteresis 
loops. The bending moment values measured 
during the t est indicate that strain hardening also 
occurred in the yielded zones of the columns. The 
effect of strain hardening on the bending moment 
is consistent with the observations made previously 
from the results of a series of t ests of beam-and-
column subassemblages (40) . The response that 
led to t he eventual failure of the frame is inelastic 
lateral-torsional buckling. The torsional deforma-
tion caused by buckling t ends to increase signifi-
cantly under repeated applications of the lateral 
load. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions 
A series of tests on five full-scale steel frames 
subjected to constant gravity loads and repeated 
and reversed lateral displacements has been de-
scribed. The loads assumed in the design of the 
test frames were based on the current aseismic 
design requirpments as applied to an eight-story 
single-bay structure (Fig. 2.2). The member 
siz<'s of the first two framps (single-story Frame A 
and thrc'e-story Frame B) were selected based on 
the wPak-hPam, strong-column concept and were 
elwckPd to satisfy the allowable-stresses specified 
in the AISC Specification. Elastic-plastic analy-
SPS w<'re performed on these frames for the mono-
tonically inercasing lateral loading condition in 
ordPr to evaluate the behavior and maximum 
strmgth in tlw inelastic range. The results of the 
analysps also assured that no plastic hinges would 
form in the memlwrs under working loads. 
The third frame (Frame C) was essentially a 
duplieak of Frame A except that the beam of this 
frame had a width-to-thicknesR ratio exceeding the 
limiting value specified in Part 2 of the AISC 
SpPeification. The purpose of this noneompact 
lwam test was to investigate the effect of inelastic 
local buckling on the hysteretic behavior. 
Tlw fourth frame (Frame D), was designed to 
study the behavior of frames with columns ori-
entated for minor axis bending. The columns, as 
well as the beams, were yielded extensively during 
the test. 
The behavior of frames designed based on the 
strong-beam, W<'ak-eolnmn concept was investi-
gated with tlw fifth frame (Frame E). The m<~m­
lwr siz<·s of this frame W<'re so fldected that plastic 
hinges would form first in the columns. 
TlH• beam-to-column <·omwetions were deHigned 
as fully moment resisting and are similar to those 
tet5ted by Popov (18). In addition, the panel 
zones were provi<kd with slwar stiffening (diagonal 
stiffeners or doubler plates) in accordance with the 
requirements of the AISC Specification. 
In a building;, the floor system would provide 
lateral support to both beams and eolumnH. 
Ilene<', tlw beams in the test frameH were braeed 
at the top flanget5 against out-of-plan(~ mov<~ment. 
LatC'ral braC'ei'i were attached in pairs to tlw 
('olumm; at the floor levels. Tlw:-;e braC'<~s pr<'-
VC'nted both the lat<·ral and torsional deformations 
of tlw colnmns. 
Based on the results obtained from this investi-
gation the following; condusions may be reached: 
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1. Steel frames with fully welded moment-re-
sisting connections arc very ductile and can un-
dergo large inelastic deformations, as much as 14 
times the lateral working load deflection, when sub-
jected to repeated and reversed lateral displace-
ments. For Frames A, C, and D, this corresponds 
to a nominal drift index of 5.2/120 = 0.043 in 
those tests. 
2. The maximum load-carrying capacity of a 
steel frame under repeated lateral displacement can 
be substantially higher than that under monotonic 
loading. This is due primarily to the effect of the 
P-D. moment (44). 
3. The presence of the P-D. moment affects the 
overall stability of a frame. For large displace-
ment cycles, the hysteresis loops tend to reach a 
maximum beyond which the lateral load decreases 
in order to maintain equilibrium. 
4. The lat(~ral load vs. deflection hysteresis 
loops corresponding to a constant maximum dis-
placement are highly reproducible. This holds 
true even for displacements far greater than those 
corresponding to the maximum load. 
5. The shape of the hysteresis loops is affected 
by the reduetion of frame stiffness caused by yield-
ing; and hy the Baut5chinger effect in the material. 
6. Strain hardening plays an important role in 
frame response for displaeementH greater than 
those corresponding to th(~ maximum load. In 
this displacement range, strain hardening increases 
the lateral load that is resisted and the energy that 
is dissipated in repeated displacement cycles. 
7. Strain hardening, also increases the moment 
resisted at the (~nels of beams by about 10 to 20%. 
The connections transmitted these increased and 
repeatedly applied beams moments in spite of the 
fact that plastic beam moments W(~n~ used to 
design the eonneetions. 
8. Tlw results of Frame (; indicate that the 
occurrence of beam flange lmekling in noncompad 
beams does not change significantly the shape and 
the reproducibility of the hysteret5is loops. How-
ever, the flange buckles knd to introduce high 
local stresseH in the beams near the conneetions. 
A flange fraetun~ occurred at this location during 
cycle 6D with a drift index of 0.04:3. 
B. The r<·sults of Frame ( ~ also indiC'at<~ that 
the lateml load eapaeity of a :-;tePl franw may he 
redw~ed when shear stiff<ming is n~moved from the 
panel zonet5 of the beam-to-column eonnedions. 
The ductile and reproducible behavior of the frame, 
however, appears to be unaffected. 
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10. A comparison of the results obtained from 
Frames A and D shows that the hysteretic behavior 
of a frame is not changed by orientating its columns 
for minor axis bending. No major differences in 
the characteristics of the hysteresis loops was ob-
served during the test of Frame D for a nominal 
drift index of 2.8/120 = 0.023 in spite of minor axis 
column moments appreciably larger then the yield 
moment. 
11. The formation of plastic hinges in the 
columns does not result in any immediate change of 
the hysteretic behavior of a frame, as illustrated by 
the results of Frame E test. However, if the 
columns are not adequately braced in the perpen-
dicular direction, lateral-torsional buckling may 
eventually cause failure of the columns under large 
repeated lateral displacement cycles. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that the last 
four conclusions are based on the test results pre-
sented in this report. Further research would be 
useful to fully verify these observations. 
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Appendix 1 Aseismic Forces of the Eight-Story Prototype Frame 
DE.TE.f<M !NATION OF AS~IS\YI/C DESIGN FORCES 
The. de.si~n forces we.re de.f-erm1ne.ci. acc..or-din@ f-o +he... 
procedur-e. ~iven in the. Recommended Lah~r-al Forc.e.. 
Re9uire.ments cf +-he.. Strudural 8.ngine.ers Ae.soc.iaf-io,.., of 


































V = 0. G7" 0. 0536"' 17'2. S ""' G.-:23 kips 
Fx = 'Wx h,. V 
Pesoi~n Forc.e.. 
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Appendix 2 Design Checks for Test Frames 
DESIGN CHECkS FOR FRAME B Sheet 1 
Member Sizes and o·IYYJensions 
w 10x'29 lx=158 in'" , Sx ... 30.8 ;rr 
\I\/10x'29 5 
.l / II 
c_ -co- c span= 15 -o 
I I " c. e.ar spa11 == \4-.:3314 DO ~---------t 
X (X) WSx40 
"> .oo 







c_ to_c. hei~ht == 10-d 
I II dear nei~\.·rl:: =- 9 -1 ~ 
A.3G s+ee.l 
.Be.ndin~ Moments and Axial Loads. 
For +he loadln~ COYld"rhoh .shown h•"l 1=i~. '2.10 a.Yld. vvi+h 
P= 17.'28 k.ip5 and W = 5.19 kips , the followin.:a, bending mome"'+s 
and. axial loads W0'"e. found to ad: at jo·w,t 7. 
111.:3 k 
2 1.2 ;t' 434 k-in 
873 k-in~~ -4 7 
+439k-il1 
1'3'2.5 k-in 
AdiYl~ on c:e.Ylfer-lines 
Beam Check. 
Ac.+in~ oV\ Clear Spans 
fb = 79o ..... '25.7 ksi < 32 k::sl Ok. 
30.S \_Allowable .s-tress for combined 
~ravitl and seismic loads 
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DESIGN CHE:CkS f='OR Fr<AMS. B Sheet 2 
Column Checks 
The. che.c..k.s are.. Wlad.e. fa~'"" -1-he. cdumns ·,n +he. lowest 
stor-1 of +he. +est fr-ame.. A full c.o/umn he.i;;,ht. ( not half 
he·,~ht) ·Js. use.d. 
~ Ic./Lc. q= = '2.76 
~I~L~ 
same. for both ends 
E.ffec. ~Me. le..n~+h fad·o~""' k = 1.76 ( from ali~1111'1e11t cha.l""'f) 
kL = 1.76 .. 915,.JZ =55 
~"""x 3.53 ' 
F"a = 17.9 ksi I 'Fe. ::::. 4-9.3 ksi 
I11creased lay 1/.3 for combined ~r.svity and seismic 
loads 
F"a = 17. 9 ,. 4/3 = 23.9 ksi Fe:.'= 49.3 " 4/3 ,.. G5. 7 k.si 
F"b = '22 x 4/3 .., '2 9. 4 ksi 
BendinS and axial st~sses 
fa- 132.5 ... 11.2 ksi ~ fb=- 402 = 11.:3 ksi 
11.5 35.5 
Formula ( 1.G _ 1a ) 
11..2 + 0.65,.11.3 = 0.4G9+ 0.394 = 0.6G3 
'2.3. 9 ( 1 - 11.3 ) '29.4 
65.7 
Formul~ ( l.G _ 1 b ) 
.J1.g__ + 11.3 ,.. 0. 3B1 + 0. 39.5' .. 0.76G 
'29.4 '29.4 
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DESIGN CHECkS !=of< FRAME... D She.ei. l 
Member Sizes and Dimeneions 
W1'2x'Z7 I)(= '204 in4 
.L " ~ c_ -co_ c.. span ,... 15 - o 
clear span = 141- .3 1/z~ i! W1M7l7 
I I r-----,e 




A ... 14.1 in:z. ry-'2.08 in 
c_to_c. hei~ht = 101-d 
A3G G+ee.l l I ~ c. ear lne.i~ht -. 9-0 
Bendinca. fY!omenfs and Ax"\2Sl Loads 
F"or the load.in~ condihon snown in l=i@· '2.9 SV\d wd·h 
P= 17'28 kips and l-+ = 5.19 kips , +Yie. followin9. bendiVlS moments 
and axial loads we...-e. found to ac.t at ~dtni 7. 
Co[umn Checks 
+ :395 k.-il'? -- 355 /.:_;,., 
1'25.0 k 
Adin~ o.-, 
> dear 11ei!;Jr.-,t 
"The. c.hec.b are ...-n-ad.e.. for the lower c.olumVls of +he. 
test fr.:;wne.. A full column he.i~~t ( hot Y!alf height ) is 
use.cl. 
same for- bot.h ends 
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-t- I . 
re=34:2 ks1 
Inc~a.se.d by 1/3 for co~-nbi11e.c:l ~~-"avi+y and .seismic 
loads 
l=-"'a= 16.9 x 41-3 = '2'2.5 ks; Fe'- 45.6 k~i 
l=".b .=. 075 X ..3G I< 4/3 - 36 bi O.G~e86x4/.3 ..... '28.6 K.si 
r~ - 1'.25 ""' e. es 
r... 14.1 
l=ormula ( 1. G- 1a ) 
fb • :355 = '23. G 
15.0 
8.9S + 0.95x."23.G .., 0.:393 + 0.692 = 1.065 
'22.5 ( 1- s.es )36 
45.6 
Formula ( l.G -16) 
ees + ~3.c; = o.3o7 + o.GS6 =- o.c;ro3 
"29.9 3G 
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DESIGN Cl-(f:Ck:S !=oR F!<AME 6 
Member- Sizes a11d Dime.h.Sions 
W1'2x27 t ,I "" c_ o_c. 5psz11 .... 15 -o 
c..lear span= 14"-41' ~ )( 
<P 3 1--__,;:D..;o_--1 7 








Be.ndin~ Moments and Ax·1<=ll Load.s 
lrx=3.4-2 in , r-1 =.1.Gf in 
A=7.DG inz 
c_ ro_ c.. heisht == 1o-cf 
deczr hei~l.··rt:. = 9 1- o" 
Since.. the columl'ls in the lowest s+ory .ave reinforced. 
by cover plate..s , +he. c.riticsl columhs il"' +he. fr-ame .al"e. 
those ·ln +he. m;ddle .sforl ( between jo'ints G and 7) . For the. 
loadinS. c.o'r'ldi·hcn shown in Fi~. '2 .11 aVJd w:th 'P= 17.26 kip-> 
and 1-1 = 5.19 kips ) 1-he bendin@ tnornenrs a.Yld axial loads. 
ad·,n.s on +he. c.r·l'\·icai co~umn are. 
l07.G k + 4o8 k-in ---369 k-in , 
+ L -.:322 k-'ir'l 361 "--in 
107G 1<. 






G!.... L Ic./Lc. = 1. '2'2 
L I~/L~ 
same for bo+h ends 
!:ffec.:l-ive. len~+h facfor k= 1.:39 ( froi'Y! ali~nment chart ) 
k L 1.39x 9x 12 = 44 
-p;;-- 3. 4'2 
Fa= 16.7 ksi 
_b_ ... 9x12. .., G7 
"""r 1.G1 
1=~ = 77.1 ksi 
Increased br 1/3 for- combined ~r-.a.vify and. se.ie.rnic. loads. 
Fa= 16.7 x 4jg = '2'2."3 ksi 
l="c,- '2'2 )( 4/3 = '29.4 ksi 
{a = l07.G = 15.3 ks"l 
7.0CC. 
!=ormula ( u;-1a) 
' 
~ = 77.1 x 4/3 _ toz. e k.si 
fb- 3109 - 17.7 k.s"t 
'20.8 
16.3 + 0.8.5l< 17.7 :::; 0.699-+-060'2 =1.301 
'22.3 ( 1- 1~. 3 )29.4 
702.6 
l="ormula ( 1. G-16) 
15.3 + 17.7 -0.527 + O.E:.0-:5:.1.1'24 
29.4 '29.4 
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Appendix 3 Cross-Sectional and Material Properties 
TABLE AI. Average Section Properties* 
Moment of Moment of 
inertia inertia 
Flange Web about x-x about y-y 
Flange width, Thickness, Depth, thickness, Area, A axis, I, axis, Iv 
Frame Section b1 (in.) t1 (in.) d (in.) tw (in.) (in. 2 ) (in.•) (in. 4 ) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Frame A W10X29 5.800 0.520 10.37 0.304 8.87 167 16.9 
(5. 799) (0. 500) (10.22) (0. 289) (8.54) (1[}8) (16.:3) 
W8X40 8.075 0 .. 543 8.24 0.376 11.5 141 47.6 
(8.077) (0.558) (8.25) (0.365) (11. 8) (146) (49. 0) 
Frame B W10X29 5.786 0.523 10.37 0.310 8.94 168 16.9 
W8X40 8.036 0.5.56 8.28 0.384 11.7 145 48.1 
Frame C Welded beam 7.899 0.390 10.42 0.321 9.25 179 :32.1 
W8X40 8.075 0.543 8.24 0.376 11.5 141 47.7 
FrameD W12X27 6.514 0.393 12.02 0.264 8.09 204 18.1 
(6.497) (0.400) (11.94) (0. 237) (7. 9fi) (204) (UC3) 
W8X48 8.1fi8 0.677 8.fi0 0.439 14.1 182 61.:3 
(8.117) (0.683) (8. 50) (0. 40fi) (14. 1) (184) (60.9) 
--~---- ~~----·- --
Frame E W12X27 6.514 0.393 12.03 0.264 8.09 204 18.1 
W8X24 6.521 0.404 7.95 0.248 7.04 82 18.7 
(6.500) (0. 398) (7. 93) (0. 24[}) (7 .06) (83) (18. 2) 
* The values in parentheses are handbook values. 
TABLE All. Static Yield Stresses, Plastic Moments and Axial Yield Loads* 
Plastic 
Avg. static yield stress, u-11 (ksi) Plastic moment moment about 
----·-··------. - Axial yield about x-x axis, y-y axis, AI p 11 
Frame Section Flange Web load, P 11 (ksi) M N (kip-1:n.) (kip-in.) 
(1) (2) (.7) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Frame A W10X29 ::34.65 41.10 :325 1301 311 
(:36. 0) (:36. 0) (:304) (1235) (309) 
W8X40 35.20 3ii.70 404 1:360 6:32 
(36.0) (::36.0) (418) (1415) (663) 
FrameB W10X29 ::34.73 41.60 :330 1315 313 
W8X40 37.65 42.50 453 1507 687 
-------- --
----- ---~----
Frame C Welded beam :34.61 :37.66 :329 1349 430 
W8X40 :J;).20 :Jii. 70 404 1360 6:32 
- --------------------- ------- -----
----
---------
------------- --------------- -- -----------
------
-
FrameD W12X27 :34.!l8 41. 7!l :303 1:1~m 
I 
2!l9 
(36. 0) (36.0) (2H3) (1:3i\1) (:-30!)) 
W8X48 :30.11 32.!)4 4:35 148;i I ()8!} 
(:36.0) (36. 0) (S0:3) (l74S) (820) 
-------------- --- ---~-~~- ------- -- ·-------- ----- ----- ------------ -- - ----------~--
FrameE W12X27 :t'J.06 42.0:3 304 1394 300 
W8X24 35.42 :36.84 2;i1 820 :308 
(:36.0) (36. 0) (249) (813) (306) 
*The values in parentheses are based on handbook properties and an assumed yield stress of 36 ksi. 
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Appendix 4 Locations for Strain Gages, Rotation Gages and Deflection Measurements 
r--
I ~ 
18 1121 18 11211 
! ~ _,_ _, 







10 11 6. 6 11 ! ~ f-+i I • ' 
- • •II• I •II • 
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-Deflection Measurement 
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FICHJHE AI. Instrtllllentation for Frame A 
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FI<HJ BE A2. lnst nunen t n.tion for Frame B (><I rain gage lor~al ion;;) 
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Deflection Measurement 
• Rotation Gage 
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FI<; U I{!<: A:~. In~t mmen tat ion for Frame B (locations for def1ect ion and rotation measurements) 
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r-- 3j_0 
T ..:... 
10" 18'~2' 18'~2" I ~ ~ ~ .. 1- _, ' 
-
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- - II II - -
- - - -! 
2"--ir-- ~t--2" I I" 
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~ R m I 
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I 
-Deflection Measurement 
• Rotation Gage 
• 
Ff<HfHE A4. lns1rumen1a1ion for Vrame C 
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-Deflect ion Measurement 
• Rot at ion Gage 
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FIGUHE A6. lnHtrnmentation for Frame I•; (,;train gage loeat.ion~) 
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- Deflect ion Measurement 
• Rotation Gage 
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FH;UHE A7. In,;tnunentation for Frame J<: (loeations for defleetion and rotation measurements) 
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